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VSoft Premieres Product Updates at Annual Client Conference
Leading technology provider unveils new product features
at this year’s “VISION: Game On” conference
ATLANTA, May 23, 2017 – VSoft Corporation, a global provider of information and technology
solutions for financial institutions, announced product updates and new feature functionalities at
its annual client user conference, VISION 2017, on May 2-4 at the Atlanta Marriott Northwest.
Nationwide users of VSoft’s Vantage Platform, which includes: remote deposit capture, image
processing, digital banking and core processing software, received a first hand look at new
features and functionalities in the VSoft product suite.
On the second day of the conference, VSoft product manager, Abhishek Veeraghanta, unveiled
the latest release of VSoft’s OnView Suite, a truly cloud-based and device agnostic platform that
was created with Angular, a JavaScript framework. The architecture was designed to provide a
consistent look and feel across devices as well as an easy-to-use interface.
“Financial Institutions want the flexibility to conduct business on any device, just as account
holders expect in their everyday lives. The infrastructure of the OnView Suite was carefully
designed as a sustainable, scalable solution to the ever changing taste and preferences of
account holders,” said Abhishek Veeraghanta. “VSoft’s OnView Branch deposit was updated to
allow branch staff to be more flexible and provide an interactive experience with account
holders.”
The three-day event also featured updates on VSoft’s CoreSoft™ core processing system and
its IRIS digital banking platform. Complimentary product training was provided, along with
industry-focused sessions like “What’s in Your Playbook?,” where attendees considered their
business banking strategy and learned best practices for attracting, engaging and retaining
business customers – a rapidly growing market segment. The agenda also included a
motivational keynote delivered by JJ Birden and social events to provide networking
opportunities with industry peers.
“For over 20 years, it has been our privilege to support banks and credit unions with our product
suite by streamlining processes and creating efficiencies, enabling our clients to meet the
growing needs of their customers,” said Murthy Veeraghanta, chairman and CEO of VSoft
Corporation. “As VSoft continues to provide innovative solutions to the financial technology
industry, our client conference will act as the source that keeps clients informed on up-to-theminute industry trends and VSoft’s latest product offerings.”

For more information, please visit the company’s website.
About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers platform-based services for the banking, financial services and
insurance (BFSI) industry. Its core, payment and digital banking solutions reduce cost and
maximize efficiency while providing seamless, real-time, high-volume and high-performance
transactions across multiple channels. The VSoft platform can be delivered in-house, or as an
outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual financial institutions.
VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 2,600 financial institutions worldwide. For
more information, please call 770-225-7692, or visit www.vsoftcorp.com, or follow them on
Twitter @VSoft_Corp.
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